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	Get in touch with our Specialist Nurses
	Check your risk of prostate cancer
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Watch our new TV ad


With our new TV appeal we're reaching more men to improve the odds of diagnosing prostate cancer earlier. Because men's lives shouldn't be left to chance.



Find out more
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Risk checker


1 in 8 men will get prostate cancer. If you’re over 50, or you’re black, or your dad or brother had it, you’re at even higher risk.

Prostate cancer is not always life-threatening. But when it is, the earlier you catch it the more likely it is to be cured.

Answer three quick questions to check your risk.



Check your risk
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All you need to know about prostate problems


Our information is here to support you and your loved ones. Find out about your risk, learn about possible signs and symptoms, and get all the information you need on treatment and support if you're newly diagnosed or living with prostate cancer. You can find all our information online, or download or order our free publications. 



Read prostate information
















The support you need, your way


If you or your loved one are concerned about prostate cancer or a prostate problem, we’re here for you. Talk through any questions or concerns with our Specialist Nurses over the phone, email or our online chat provided by LiveChat. You can also speak to a volunteer or others going through similar experiences on our online community or via support groups.



Get support
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Fund research that will stop men being diagnosed with prostate cancer too late

Over the last two decades we’ve funded and accelerated some of the biggest breakthroughs in prostate cancer care – from the use of multiparametric MRI to improve diagnosis, to the world’s first precision medicine for prostate cancer. But we have a lot of work still to do. Click below to hear about our past successes, current research, and what we need your help to fund next.


Read about our research












Your generosity saves lives


How often would you like to donate?
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£5 a month
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Beat prostate cancer on the streets, up mountains, at work...


Running, walking, cycling, quizzing, golfing, singing or anything else – whatever you love to do you can do to stop prostate cancer limiting lives.
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Cycle





26 May 2024


RideLondon-Essex 100



Ride 100 miles on traffic-free roads through the heart of London and the beautiful Essex countryside.





London, UK




Event Details
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Run





13 Oct 2024


Royal Parks Half Marathon 2024



Embark on a stunning 13.1 mile route through London's most iconic green spaces.





Hyde Park




Event Details
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Golf





Various


The Big Golf Race



Get golfing with your mates to help beat prostate cancer. We need you and your mates on our team to help keep men in the game for longer.





Throughout the UK




Event Details
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Walk/Run





Throughout the year


Ultra Challenges



Take on a 100km, 50km or 25km challenge in one of fifteen locations across the UK and help save men’s lives.





Across England




Event Details









See all events












Prostate cancer news


The latest from the front line: research breakthroughs, heroic supporters, celebrity interviews and powerful stories from people living with prostate cancer.
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Campaigns





12 Feb 2024


Caught off guard: the reality of an incidental prostate cancer diagnoses



We're campaigning to raise awareness about incidental diagnosis. Too many men are being diagnosed with prostate cancer by chance. The earlier you are diagnosed, the more treatment options there are.



Read Article
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Real Stories
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The reality of a chance diagnosis: Paul’s story of prostate cancer



We're campaigning to raise awareness about incidental diagnosis. Too many men are being diagnosed with prostate cancer by chance. The earlier you are diagnosed, the more treatment options there are.



Read Article
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Research





04 Feb 2024


World Cancer Day 2024: how research is revolutionising prostate cancer treatment



On World Cancer Day, we’re looking back on all the progress you made possible this past year, and the challenges that still lie ahead.



Read Article
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Campaigns





09 Jan 2024


Thanks a million! Paddy Power makes record darts donation with THE BIG 180



THE BIG 180 raised £914,000 at this year’s World Darts Championship, with Paddy Power upgrading their final donation to a brilliant £1 million.



Read Article









Read more news
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Keep talking




Join our online community. Share what's on your mind, ask questions, and connect with others who’ve been there.




Join the conversation
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Prostate Cancer UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (1005541) and in Scotland (SC039332). Registered
company number 02653887. Registered office: Fourth floor, The Counting House, 53 Tooley Street, London SE1 2QN.
VAT Registration Number: 905 9415 18.
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